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COMMUNICATION IN AUDITING: AN EXAMINATION OF
ugIVESTORS' UNDERSTANDING OF THE AUDITOR'S
REPORT

BARTT
' Andrew Horn, D.B.A.

Texas Tech University, 1976

t Chairman: Dr. Dan M. Guy

The accounting professional has recognized a fundamental
distinction between the investigative audit process and the
communicative audit process. The auditor's report is the
medium through Which the auditor communicates to users the
nature of his investigation and his opinion on the financial state.
ments. The underlying premise of this study is that the ac-
counting professional has insufficiently examined the communi-
cative qualities of the auditor's report.

The objectives of this research were to (1) identify and ex--.
amine in the context of fundamental principles of communica-
tion theory, the auditor's function as a creator and transmitter
of messages via the auditor's .report, (2) measure empirically
investors' level of knowledge of terms and concepts used in
the auditor's repcirt, (3) determine if a relationship exists be-
tween nonprofessional investors' audit report knpwledge and
certain demographic, attitudinal, and behavioral attributes of
such investors, and (4) reexamine the need for improvements
in the current form of the auditor's report in the context of
the empirical insight developed in this study and inferences
drawn from the literature.

To provide empirical insight about the degree of audit re-
port users' understanding of the standard audit report, a mail
questionnaire survey v.as administered to Texas investors.
The questionnaire obtained information about investor demo-
graphic, behavioral, and attitudinal characteristics, and mea-
sured their understanding of audit report terms and concepts.
Investors were subdivided into two primary grclups: nonpro-
fessional investors, those who neither invest nor advise as a
part of their employment; and, professional investors, those o

who do invest or advise.°
Evaluation of the adequacy of investors' understanding was

based upon comparison of the average test score of each in-
vestor with a predetermined criterion: to have sufficient
knowledge, th.. investor, must be able to correctly answer at
least 65 per cent of the questions on the test. The average
nonprofessional investor does not sufficiently understand the.
standard auditor's report. Nonprofessionals could correctly
answer only an average of 50 Per cent of the questions on the
scale. Likewise, the average professional investor does not
sufficiently understand the auditor's report. PriMessionals-
could correctly ansvter only 51 per cent q# the test questions.

The analytical results obtained from the empirical slitidy,
when combined with the conceptual formulations obtained from
the study of communication theory and the perspective obtained
from the historical review, provide preliminary foundation for
a proposed revision of the present report. The,major features,
of the proposed report are discussed in the following para-
graphs: 1. The use of frequently misunderstood technical
terms without explanation is avoided. 2. The second paragraph
.contains a discussion of the distinction between,managerdent
responsibility and auditor responsibility with r eSpect to the
financial statements. Care has been taken to avoid use of
strong qualifying terms that would be tantamount to a diet-
-claimer of responsibility of the auditor. 3. Also included in
the third paragraph is a four-point elucidation of the nature of
the auditor's professional standards. The first two points,
concerning the pervasive standardd of due care and indepen-
dence, are designed tolnspire user confidence in the auditor

tz

and to clarify common misunderstandings. The third is in-
tended tolink the investigative function of the auditor with his
opinion. The last, a description of the role of internal control
as a. basii for audit4 reliance, is intended to further empha-
size the selective mature of the auditor's investigation and to .
reinforce the implication that theauditor relies on persuakve
evideAce, as opposed to conclusive evidence, as a basis fci his
opinibn. 4. The last paragraph explains the nature of.ye audi-
tor's opinion while avoiding-the use ofthe technical plulase . ,
present fairly . . . in conformity. with GAAP."

The proposed report is significantly longer than the gist-
ing report. As such, it represents a loosening of the constraint
placed on the audit report by the profession's emphasis on con-
ciseness. SUch deemphasis ia.necessary if the report Is to be-
c° me an effective vela? to for improving users understanding
of the audit function. Order- No. 77-16,021, 284 pages.

THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A COM
MUNICATIOk AUDIT RELATED TO SELECTED SYSTEMS
CO EPTS \
B KER, Randolph Tinsley, Ph.D.
The Florida State University, 1976

Major Professor: Theodore Clevenger, Jr.

Organizational communicologists developed te communica-
tion audit to assist. in increasing their understanding of organi-
astional behavior. Auditsare designed to determine how ef- ,
fectively communication activity is carried out within an
organization. Perhaps the most promising base for audits is
pat of systems theOry which enables investigators to observe
the organization as dynamic. .

The purpose of this stud. was to4N clop a systems based
audit utilizing a selected set of Miller's (1965) systems con- .

cepts, current,,communication theory, and GI et nbaum's (1974)
work plan to appraise the .oN erall cummJnication system of a :,
small rural industrial organization.

The investigator employed content anal,sis, interviews, and
a questionziaire to gather the necessary information. The ques- ,
tionnaird was tested and retested with a sample of subjects
from the organization (n = 34) using the Pearson r. Fifty-one
questions were found tti have rehability, of .50. Factor adalysi's,,
was applied to these questions ar.d thirty-one displayed high Ad,
pure loadings on six factors. Those questions loading on fact;
tors met the following criteria: (11 the question had one'an1 '
only one loading of .50 or above, (2) the question had a princi-
pal loading of .20 higher than any second try (3) if items
loaded on many factors with high r levels causing "Splits,' ,

N..
these questions were eliminated, and, (4), the questions con7
formed to mantic similarities. .

Admin ration of.thequestionnaire to the remaining-per -
sime,1 was ceuniplished through a take -hoTf with
a return rate of 66% (n = 197). . '

.

Statistical tests used to examine the hypotheses and re-
'search wstions, were; (1) ANOVA, (2) Tukey range test, and .
(3) stepwise multiple regretsion. The alpha level was set at.95.

. ' * -. ... ,_ ,
Summary of Rtsults '" , .

L'

The content analysis of sampred. documents indicated the
plant was aware at least implicitly of important system (corn-
municalion)Aar tables.

The interviews revealed.protilems in transmission, feed-
back, and steady state. Generally the communication clirhate
was good; however, results 'indicate particular subsystem's
needed further analysis.

-



The hypotheses tested ni this study were derived from re-
liable and talid questions pruduccd after appropriate analyses
were conducted. Initially, hypothetes were developed in terms
of system's concepts, however, the factor structure produced,
displayed a somewhat diffcrefit representation. Those system
concepts of openness alit! closediless, feedback, steady state
and transmission o.,tre found to hate an interwoven design en
obserking the factor structure. erhaps interrelationships are
inhe7ent in the concepts due to the eery nature of systems the- '
ory. Other explanations of this faCtur structure was that the
population under stud, sewed the observed factor relationships
among questions as being more hi;hly salient than systems
concepts, or the questions therriseltes were such that inter-
relations were destined to be produced. The factor analysis
produced sic factors displaying characteristics of more than
Dne system concept. The factors reflected the following cate-
gories: (1) empathic climate, (2) perceived freedom to talk
about personal problems, (3),perceited barriers to informa-
tion flow between subsystems, (4) perceived freedom of opin-
ion exchange between subsystems, (5) perceived freedom and
reliability of two-way communication with supervisor, and-
(61 information seeking. . ,

Results of the hypothesis testing revealed significant differ-
ences between epbsystems, however none between levels. Em-
pathic climate and perceived freedom of opinion exelwige were.
found to be significantly, :different between subsystem0 In deal7
ing with closely related subsystems significant differet-ces were
found between subsystems in perceived barriers to mformation

"Th flow and perceived freedom of opinion exchange with them.
yw The factors were unable to predict empathic climate with

any reasonable margin of error; however, relationships did
exist between factors (1), (2), (3), and (4).

Theprocechires, instruments, and systems perspective did
yield important infc.irmation,about the company's communica-
tion. Relationships and problems between particular subsys-
temg suggest possible disrUption of company product manufac-
turIng. Order No. 77-8567, 220 pages.
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THE POLITICS OF HIGHER EDUCATION: - A CASE
STUDY OF THE COMMUNICATION BETWEEN THE
UNIVERSITY ,C1F MINNESOTA AND TH14 1975
MINNESOTA STATE LEGISLATURE

BORGESTAIY," Jame Thomas, Ph.D.
University of Minnesbti. 1976

. . \
g To a large extent, the success, and even the survival, of ,

public higher educational institutions is determined by state
legislatures. T is fact of academic and legislative life be-
comes inc salient as interest groups compete for
scarce state L. University administrators find themselves
queuing up alongside spbkesmen for other public agencies to
petition for essential appropriations. Generally, these aca-
demic officials are cognizant that the " politics of education'
play a major role in determining the nature 9f the link between
ttle campus' and the capital.,

What might be considered the most basic aspect in main-
tairIng the economic Ind political lifeline between state ,govern-
mental and higher, educational bodies is the notion of communi-
Cation, or as Robert L. Williams writes in The Preparation of
Requests for Legislitive Appropriations,in Midwestern State

b'_sities the question of effective communications. ". It
. is -precisely fhis`issue, "the question of-effective communica-

tions" between the University of Minnesota and the.1975 Min-'
nesota StateLe islaiure that forms the background of this case

/
. I
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The central theme is divided into four related components,

each of which is examined through the perspectives of two sub-
ject poWations, one group is comprised of twenty-two Minne-
sota legislators and the other group consists of an equal num-
ber of University of Minnesota administrators. Attempts are
undertaken via observational, survey, and interview methods
to define 1) the extent to which formal testimony presented by
University rePresentatives affects the decision's of legislators
on appropriations, 2) the characteristics of "effective' as op-
posed to "ineffective' presentations of testimony, 3) addition?'
communication ckannels

ant
higher educational institutio

and legiSlative bodies, eat 4) additional decision-making fac-m.'"%\,..
tors that affect higher educational, appropriations. Out of these
four central questions arise twenty-three hypotheses. Each hy-
pothesis pertains directly to the outcome enjoyed by the Uni-
versity of Minnesota in 1975; yet, each is also generalizable,
Within certain parameters, to other states, to other post-sec-
ondary systems, and to other)acets of "the politics of higher
education."

Order No. 77-12,785,.350 pages.

ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION CONSULTING:*
A DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF-dONSULTANT PIZAC-

.TICES AND PRESCRIPTIONS

ETCH, Ritch Kenneth, Ph.D.
The University of Michigan, 1977

C Chairmen. Herbert W. Hildebrandt, John E. Baird, Jr.

This study iepresents the first systematic attempt to ex-
p re the practice of organizational consulting, as engaged in
by communication specialists. It seeks to discover how com-
munication consulting is conducted as well as to identify and
dispuss consultant ethics, practices, problems, and experi-
ences.

The data for this study were collected by the author by
means of an eleven page thirty-three itenrquestionnaire
mailed to 350 members of the International Communication
Association and the Academy of Management. The initial
mailing occurred in October 19 'f6 and a follow-up to non-
respondents was is in mid-November, 1976..A separate
mail-back postcard was used to determine which members
had sent in their questionnaiies; thus pteserving the anony-
mity of the responses. Twelve questionnaires were returned
due to incorrect addresses, leaving a potential 338 respondents.
From thes 38 members a total of 281 completed question-
naires we received, providing the remarkably high mail
questionnaire response rate of 83U. Additionally, ten nation-
ally recognized cornmunicatiun consultants were selected to
participate in interviews for in-depth probing and validation
of data act/mutated from the responses to the questionnaire.

For mdst of the tables in the study, the data for the experi-
enced academic respondents are prese..:-A in four main sub
groups" as well as in an academic subtotal. These groups are.
1. Academic respondents with Lung experience (6+ years) and

,Heavy current consulting activity (11+ days in the past year),
abbreviated as ALH. 2. Academic respondents with Long ex-
perience but Light current consulting, activity (1-10 days in
the patt year), abbreviated as ALL. 3. Academic respondents
with Short experience (1-5 years) and Heavy consulting activity,
abbreviated as ASH 4. Academic. respondents with Short ex-1
perience and Light consulting activity, abbreviated as ASL.
5. The Total Academic respondents with Experierfte, abbrevi-
ated as TAE. 6. Nonacademic respondents with Experience,
abbreviated'as NE.



/
The study demonstrates that. 1) the practice of communi-

cation consulting is a -, oung ore, 2) the subje't of ethics ap-
pears tu be of major importance to communication Lonsultantd,
3) ccmmoaication consultants favor'the adoption of aAcude of
ethics, 4) there is general consensus among communication
consultants as tu,the needtfor putting-consultant-client agi'ee-
ments

no pecific training for consulting,
writing, 5) communication consultants have had little

o ting, 6) communication con-
ltantsbelieve that training programs should be devised by

ombining supervised, practical organizational experience Witil
lassroom discussion, 7) communication consultants feel re-
trictecibv their institutional or departmental policy governing

c nsulting: and 8) there is widespread interest among commu-po
ideation specialists, academic and nonacademic, in the practice
of organizational consulting. Order No. 77-17,987,166 pages-

CONIMUNICATIONS DISTORTIONS IN A LARGE ORGA- -
NIZATION: AN APPLICATION OF THE DOUBLE-BIND ,

HYPOTHESIS

McNITT, Fr:incis Glenn. Ph D.
The Pennsylvania State linr.rsity, 1977

In ordei to increase the understandm.; and analysis of a 1-
mungcations ee.tortion,s an,1 discrepancies within formal ors
nizatiom., the -double-bind hpothess," a concept initial!
conceived by Gregory Bateson to comprehenchand,provide
theiapy for schizophrenia, is introdticed, theore catty adapted
to io.mal organizations, and empirically test in a non-
academic office of a state university. It is propose(' tnat scuttles
of organizational communications must be emphasized once
again in Public Administration so that analysis of policy imple-
mentation, agency accountability, and agency responsiveness
may be better comprehended and, if necessary, reformed.

The double-bind hypothesis identifies communication dis-
orders characterized by two contradictory injunctions which '
are conveyed simultanelusly at two or more levels of discourse,'
each of which thneatenesj punishment for thefailure to compl3t.
The recipienl of double-bind messages is unable to select a
correct response, though he is required to act, since each option
proposed to him contradicts the other land each injunction im-
plies punishment for non-compliance. As a consequence, the
Message sender is never held responsible for failures in agency
performance, and the message recipient is never able to com-
ply with directives.

Therefore, rhe-Aypothesis provides a different explanation
for non-compliance with orders and directives than those pre-
viously offered in organizational studies. Previous explanation%
of rOon-conlpliance emphasized:- a) subordinates' lethargy, ma-
lingering, and subversion of organizational goals, b) competi:
tion and conflict among groups or departments within the orga-
nization, and c.) the inevitable incongruency between abstract
goals and concrete implementation. Prior communication
studies' contrikoution to these explanations offe such variables
as span of con?rol, information overload, uncertgint sorption,
and translations of technical into non-technical information.

By means of a questio6aire, respondents indicated the com-
munications patterns operating within the office under study.
The findings reveal that individuals experience two types of
double-binds: 1) personal double-binds which result from the
psychological and personality characteristics of individual

°mernbers, and 2) positional double-binds which result primarily
fr,om the structural design of the organization. Differing pat-
terns of message transmission and reception, differing percep-
tions g change-oriented messages, differing sources of impor-
tant information, differing cognitive structures of the staff, and
differing perceptions and attitudes concerning the requisite
skills for superordinates are all affected by double-bind con-
texts: Moreover, the research indicates that those who are
mqst diligent In performing their assignments are also the

Individuals.most likely to be involved in double "bind situations.

,

The statistical findings of association between the double-
bind and other variables,nre low in magnitude, and tests of sig-
nificance are inv-tropriate. Thei efore, definitive conclusions
are rejected, and additional research is proposed before a final
judgment regarding the utility of the double-bind hypothesis is -

determined. Order No. 77-23,257, 252 pages.
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'iHE ROLE OF PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS IN
WRITTEN BUSINESS COVIUNICATION: A Study Of The
Personality Characteristi s Of Public ltelations Letter
Writers In The Financejntustry In Tulsa, Oklahoma

McROREY, Tom J., Ph.114.7"
The University of Oklahoma,, 917

Major Professor: AntheapS:Lis
*.

e
Thenajor purpose of thisNstudy was to determine whether

writer personality or th4 degree Of similarity between the per-
sonalittesOf a writer ands-areader is related to the. response
of the reader of the written cornrinknication.

The writer'sample usedin t is studyconsisted of.fourteen
public relations writers froili.t
posed a letter in response to r

ield of banking who com-
.
mon problem, 11 the com-

pleted ,Form B of Cattell's 16 Ue4tioimaire. The reader
sample consisted of thirty membeis of,,c4vid clubs who evalu-
ated the messages in ratingof a semantic differential ratin
scale and then_coinpleted Form B of Cattell's 16 P.F. Ques-
tionnaire. ' *4

Writedreader personality similarity coefficients were com-
puted for the complete profile, the six anxiety factors; and the
introversion-extroversion factors. A SPearman rank-differ-
ence correlation was computed for each writer comparing
writer/reader similarities with reader semanticdifferential
responses. Next, Pearson product-moment correlations were
computed to compare individual writer personality factor

,scores with:mean reader semantic differential responses.
This treatment was repeated to compare writer personality,
fa,ctors to mean scores obtained'on the three semantic differen-
tial dimensions: evaluation, potency, aJtl activity.

From the findings, the researcher formed the following
conclusions: 1. Personality similarity, whether determined by
the total,personality profile or on those factors which indicate ,

introversion-extroversion or anxiety, is not a sufficient pre- ,

dictdr of reader-response. 2. ReldPr-personalily factors of
high ego strength, premsia, and conservatism appeared torbe
significantly related to favorable reader response. 3. When

- writer personality fabtors were compared with each of the di-
mensions of the semantic differential scores, superego strength
and threctia correlated significantly with ttfe evaluation dimen-
sion scores and praxneria correlated significantly with potency
dimension scores. 4. The two major Second-order scores de-
riliablt from the 16,P.F.-Questionnaire, anxiety and intro-
versiEnrextroversion, appeared to be unrelated to reader re-

- sponse;
Order No. 77-21,390, 122 pages.
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A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF SELECTED ORGANIZA7
TIONAL COMMUNICATION VARIABLES IN A PUBLIC
UTILITY COMPANY .

RINGS, Robert Leon, Ph.D,,
Ohio 'University, 1976

Director of Dissertation: Robert S. Goyer

- This study's purpose is to explore the relationships between
communicative aspects of the role-definition process and dif-
ferent types of role-stress with regard to satisfaction.

The basic question pursued in this study is: To what de-
gree are communicative environmental and communicatiVe
behavioral conditions of work group members related to sig-
nificant cognitive-emotion4 conditions of role,ambiguity,and
conflict, job satisfaction, and the propensity to. leave the orga-
nization?

Repqrfs of previous research indicate that communicative
and role variables havebeen studied separately. This study's
Survey questionnaili used the variable scales of Brayfield and
Rothe (1951) regarMig job satisfaction, Rogers (1973) concern-
ing communicative environment and behaviors, and Johnson
and Stinson (1974 and 1975) regarding the propensity to leave
and rule ambiguity and conflict. Dethographic data collected
encompassecrsex, tenure, rack, and education.

Pilot testing established that the reliability values (101-20)
of the variable scales ranged from .32 to .99. The survey for
the main sample subsequently was administered to 108 ran-
d mly selected managers, supervisors, and nonsupervising

agement pergonnel within the General Office of a large
utility. All departments were represented, includuig profes-

`----siod nonprofessional perso
Pear on Product-Moment .n coefficients revealed

significant relationships among r uni cab v e environ-
ment and specific communicati e be aviors by particular in-
formation sources (supervisors and subordinates and peers)
and the role stress variables of role anibilmitv (general t2cie

(SEE) of a respondent defined as the subjective evaluation of
oneself in. terms of one's,goals in life. The socio-economic
expectation variables used in this study wereincorne expec-
tation, job expectation an education expectation. These three
variables were measured by the use of the Captril's scale..The
dependent variables were the'mass media variables and these
fnclude radio listening, television viewing, listenership.to radio
programs; cinema attendance, newspaper and magazine reed-
ing.

We took a cluster sample of 300 male heads of households
in Lagos, Nigeria, and had 231 successfully completed inter-
views with only 19 refusals. The rest were uriattemPted in-
terviews due to student unrest in the city of Lagos during the
Interviewing phase of the study. The w,ccessfully completed
interviews represented 77 per cent of.te 'total even though this
figure dropped a little after checks were made for inaccurately
completed interview schedules. "

'''The hypotheses tested were: 1) that LagosratS with higher
Income will tend to expose themselves more to the mass media
compared tothose with lov(er income; 2) that Lagosians with
higher levels of education will tend to expose themselves more
to the mass media than those with lhwer levels of education;
3) that Lagosians with higher income expectations will expose
themselves more to the mass media compared to those with
lower income ex3ectation; 4) thatILagosians with higher job
expectations will tend to expose themselves rn e to the mass
melt; than those who posseis lbw& job ectations; and
5) that Ilagosians with higher le%fels of ,edu on expectation
will tend to expose themselves snore to the ass-media than
those viith.lower.levels Of education expects ong.

The five hypotheses were uphe d by a con ngency analysis
'el our data. Using income and education as indicktors of socio-
economic status we found that income was a good and signifi-
cant indicator of television viewing, newspaper and magazine
readirig when:'education was partiaLledeut, We also found that
education was a good and significint indicator of newspaper
earring when income was In turn partiallecl out.
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LINES OF COMMUNICATION WITHIN HE UNIVERSITY
OF KANSAS DESCRIBED BY THE S TEMSEMANTICS'
METHODOLOGY

ROBINSON, William L., Ph.D. .-
University of Kansas, 1976

1. Statement of Purpose. Two purposes influenced,the de-
velopment, implementation, and conclusion of this study: 1) To
empty and evaluate the system-semantics methodology in a
descriptive research effort in an organizational setting, and
2) To implement a program of organizational communication

research in the area of higher education, specifically that leg-
mat of higher education known as auniversity.

2.* Procedure. Descriptive data related to perceptions of
lines of communication within the University bf Kansas were
derived from administrationof the system-semantics method-
ology. Two phases of the methodology (the GrapeVine Profile'
and the System-semantics Profile) were utilized to obtain data
from research samples drawn from the four principle seg-
menttrof the University population: Student Sample (n=200),
Faculty Sample (n=200), Classified Staff Sample (n=100), and
Administrative Staff Sample'(n=100).

The Grapevine Profile is designed to obtain participant re-
ports from members of Vie organization regarding which lines
of communication within the organization are given the most
attention, and how those lines of communication are regarded.
Telephone interviews,were conducted to determine what was
active in the informal rumor networks of the organization, and
the nature of comments used to describe those identified ele-
ments.

The System-semantics PrOfile provide§ semantic differen-
tiation data, along ten bipolar scales, of the affective meanings
related to selected lines of communication. A system of 'strati-
fied random distribution of semantic-differential instruments
was utilized to obtain data related to each selected line of com-
munication from each sample group.

Analysis of data was completed using SPSS, version 5,02,
Analyses included frequency of mention of lines of communi-
catIonydelineation of -descriptive "valences" related to each
line of ,communication, comparison of affective meanings within
and between samples for selected lines of communication, and
discriminant analysis of the bipolar scales. -

Similarly when we used income expectation, job expecta-
tion and edition expectation as indicators of socio-economic

related to.the SEE variables when the traditional SES controls
(income and education) were applied.

CONCLUSION

Access arid exposure to the media of mass communication
are associated vrit?- ircome and education. This simply mernt.
that people with the good jobs, reasonable income and educa-

o tion, will Most often have access to the mass media and the
information disseminated through them. Similarly, socio-
economic expectations of an individual are closely related to
his raclio'exposu're habits.

In- order to determine how to utilize radio more efficiently,
to'redistribute information on issues of national importince
(agrlculfural innovations, family planning practices and health
education prugrams) further research is advocated on,..the siting
of radio stations, use of local languages, use of local persbn-
alitieiand use of locallypittacluced programs.
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3. The Findings. Of 185 lines of communication identified.
by members of the four samples, twenty account for more than50 percent of the total Identifying comments. The twenty "pri-mary' lbled-of communication are representative of the func-tion and services of the university. Valences linked to the linesof communication are predominantly negative, with students
providing the most negative descriptions. Faculty and aistrative staff are generally neutral-to-negative in theirsessments, and classified staff are only slightly More negativit
than neutral in their perceptions. NO sample group reported
positive perceptions of the comMunicative interaction withinthe university.

mantic differential data show three bipolar scales emerg-ing as endemic to positive perceptions: IMPORTANT, USEFUL,
and RELIABLE. Three additional scales prover' to be centralto negative perceptions: SLOW, ARROGANT, and REMOTE.Differences were found among the samples on scalar discrimi-
nation and potency.

Conclusions. The system-semantics methodology oforganizational Communication research is a valuable and»--
appropriate reseaich tool fur use in highei -education-as-
organizatiun investigations. A minimal number of changes
or, refinements are su.ggested for the methodology.

There is considerable value in measuring affective mean-
ings. related to lines of communication within an organization

2 of-higher edtkation as a prelude:to understanding the commu--
nicative interactions and dynamics which characterize the Q r -
gan tz ation, The application of organizational communication
thetries and procedures to institutions of higher education is
particularly worthwhile given the continuing demands of ac-
countability and efficiency facing colleges and universities.
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ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION TO AND FROM THE
phicE OF THE AMERICAN COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY
PRESIDENT . .

gEEHAFElt., Eugene Fred, Ph.D.
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 1977,

'Supervisor: George Barnett

The objective of this thesis is W./primary research,investiga-
lion to determine facts orf current organizational communica-
tion to and from American college/university presidents. Re-
sults suggest weekly communication patterns by 17 presidential
communication topics, which rnay be considered a time alloca-
tion intide for ,current, Present day presidential communication.
Findings may be utilized by incIunbent presidents, those seek-
ing.a college university presidency, and to superiors, peers,
associates ubordinates who work closely with the presi-
dent aid.wish improve both presidential and total organiza-
tiona com Tunic Uon.

Two basic,theories are formulated, structural and environ-
mental. Structural theory, the major concept, suggests that
organizational communication changes with modifications in
such typical organizational strticture as public or private con-
trol, church affiliatton or not, size, community college or
larger,leaderslitp, formal channel% of communication, ap-
pointed authority and basic manager-subordinate patterns evi-
dent cn organization charts. &secondary concept, environ-

.r mental theory, suggests that organizitional communication'
chknges becauso or tie given situation or emergency at the
time -- major, "crunching," and significant environmental influ-
ences that oval-tide other problems and command presidential
attention.

.

The origina1,50-state sample of 916 presidents yielded 298
useable returns Dr 33% overall response. Six standard validity
checks are employed. Three different tests are applied to
various of the 24 hypotheses-- a test of confidence interval
estimate, the Pearson Comelation coefficiint F-test and an
estimate of proportions.

Clearly findings show that busy college/university presi-
dents respond to-questionnaires probing their communication
patternsand that mailed questionnaires rpay be successfully
employed for additional research. There is also evidence from
the literature that personal observations'of presidents In com-
munication mat' be made in certain Instances, further enhanc-
ing the opportunity for continued research in this major area lop..
of higher education organizational communication.

Results shc\w all responding American presidents spend
more time communicating on faculty and academic affairs
than on any other single topic (7.2 hours/week) followed hi
ordcr by business/financial management communication(5.8),
fund raising (5.3), business-related external society (5.1) and
student communication (4.4). Presidents spend the least time
communicating on athletic, alumni and admissions matters

(less than 1.5 hours/week). In general Presidents spend
slightly more time on internal (29 hours/week) than external
communication (almost 2/ hours/week). Presidents work long
hours (thew' of 60.5 hours/week) and .spend the bulk of their
time each week communicating on a total of 17 specific com-
munication topics (55.9 hours/week). 1 wo factor analyses
suggest the.orilinal list of 17 variables might be reduced to 12.

Among inter ?sting demographic analyses, results show
presidents of private institutions spend most ..ommurucation
time, on fund-raising topics (8.1 hours; week);. Presidents of
public institutions spend only 2.7 hourstweek on fund-raising
topics and the most time of all on faculty and academic affairs
communication (8.1). The latiertopi&rankasecond among
presidents of private institutions (6.4). 'Other quantitative and

"qualitative analyses indicate presidents give top priority in
communication to matters significant to their -Specific insti-

-tution.
A major disc pointment in this study is the inability to

measure preskl tial listening/talking modes by communica-
tion topics. An her problem is the use of faculty and aca-
'demic affairs A a single variable,rather than as two different
variables. Fund-raising aspects of political and civic leader
communication also should,have,been isolated separately. It
would have been.helpful to have requested information on spe-
cial on-going campus activities such as fund-raising, alumnt,
public relations and student activities taking place at the same
time the questionnaire arrived on the president's desk, to sug-
gest why certain differences in communication may result.

i'he null hypothesis of no difference is rejected for 13 of
the 24 hypotheses, nine of 16 relating to structural theory and
four of eight to environmental theory. Overall findings suggest
the structural theory stands up well in this thesis but that there
is somewhat less evidence to support the environmental theory.
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ERROR,ACCEPTABILITY IN WRITTEN BUSINESS COMMUN-
ICATION AS PERCEIVED BY BUSINESS- EDUCATORS AND
BY BUSINESS COMMUNICATORS

SIMPSON, Kawanna Jo, Ed.D.
University of KentuCky, 1976

Director: Dr. Vernon A. Musselman
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There exists no recognized consen sus of what businessper-

sons consider to be acceptable English image and acceptable'
placement procedures in written business, communication. Con-
sequently, businesS educators have been in a quandry regarding
objectives standards fur student performance. The purpose
of this study, therefore., was threelold. First, the study deter-
mined the existing practices of business communicators. The
study then examined the existing opinions and evaluative prac-
tices of business educators. And, finally, the study analyzed
and compared the standards of error acceptability in written
business communication as applied by university-level business
educators to those applied by business communicators.

A sample t..f forty business communication teachers was
randomly selected from the population Al business cummu
*ton teachers in universities in Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky,
Blissotiri, Ohio, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Vh4inia.

A sample of forty business communicators was selected
from the population of all businesspersons in Central Kentucky,
utilizing the services of a secretary, with the exceptions of
those in the occupational areas of law and medicine.

An instrument was ,designed for the purpose of deter-
mining perceived acceptability of errors in written communi-
cation,

The instrument was administered to the business educators
by mail, ansl to the business communicators by interview. Se-
lected demographic data were also acquired from the business
communicators.

A complete analysis of the total responses of the business
communicators to the forty errors listed on the instrument
showed that eight errors are considered mailable, 14 are con-
sidered mailable after correction, 17 are considered non-
mailable, and one error is rated mailable after correction and
non-mailable," equally. Thp errors rendering an item of
correspondence non- mailable are:

Failure to spell out number when used at beginning of
sentence

Transposed wards

Addition or ornission,of word which -changes meaning of
sentence

Disagreement of subject and verb
Failure to double space between paragraphs,
Left margin more than one inch smaller than right

margin et('
Left margin more than one inch larger than right

margin ,
Left margin uneven at other than paragraph indentions
Right margin unevenmore than one inch between

longest and shortest lines
11111.

Signature line two spates below complimdritsry close
Uneven paragraph indentions
Letter askew on page (going uphill or downhill)
Strikeover
Unattractive correction
Dirty type.
/Smudges
Handwritten correction.

Chi-square analysis of the data revealed that no sighificant
difference exists hetweeti the perceptions of business educators
and those of business communicators with regard to error ac-
cepta1itlity.

_

Chi-square analysis of the data collected from the business
communicators revealed a significant difference between the
responses of businesspersons with more than foulieen years
of education and those of businesspersons with fourteen or less
years of education.

A significant difference was also found to exist between the
responses of businesswomen and tliase of businessmen with re-
gard to the acceptability of errors in written communication.

The following conclusions were drawn from the data anal-
ysis: 1. Business educators are less inclined to allow error
to enter the mail than are business communicators. 2. Bu
ness educators perceive a greater percentage of errors in
grammar and punctuation to be correctible than do bu ss

w communicators. 3:While the accumulated data shot that busi-
ness communicators realize the importance of attractive place -
mentand spacing in written ,communication, it appears that they,
are more likely to allow such er s to enter*the mail than are
business educators. 4. Busi ss communicators are more likely
tooallow grammar and punctu tion errors to be corrected as
years of experience increase. 5. Businesspersons becotne
more likely, with more educati n, to have errors corrected as
opposed to mailing them or to h ving the item of torreepondence
redone completely. 6. Businesswomen have less tolerance fore
errors in written communication than do businessmen.
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,AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY TO DETERMINE THE
/ EFFECTS OF TRAINING IN LISTENING SKILL§ ON

ACHIEVEMENT IN, AND ATTITUDES TOWARD, A
COLLEGE BUSINESS COMMUNIcATION COURSE

. TERRY, Mollie Brown, Ph.D.
Georgia State University - School of Education, 1976

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to determine tikr-perimentally
the effects of training in listening skills on achievement in, and
attitudes toward, a college business communication course.

Methods and Procedure

The Campbell an'd Stanley Post-Test Only Control Group
design was used in this study. A fixed effects profile analysis
of variance design was used to analyze the cognitive data in
this study for 63 college students enrolled in a business com-
munication course. The Greenhouse-Geisser Univariate Con-s,
servative F Test was ised for the repeated measures in tkis
design. These students were randornlyassigned to contraband
experimental groups by use ofa random numberetable.

The experimental group received a planked program -of
training in listening skills for a ten-week period. One class
period a week for 50 minutes was devdted to a certain phase
of listening skills instruction. Duff and Bradstreet's Com-
plete Course inpstening, an audio tape ceuse devbloped by
Dr. Ralph G. Nichols, was used.

The criterion measures used is this study, Achievement
Test I, Achievement Test II, Achievement Retention Test, Job
Sample I, Job Sample II, Job SamiRe.M, and the attitudinal
measure, were all pre- tested during the summer quarter of
1975 to obtain reliability estimates. The reliability estimates
found were adequate,

Test I and Job Sample I were administered at the find of the
fifth week of training. Test II and Job Sample II were aciminis-.
teed at the end of the tenth week of Irainfng. The Retention
Test and Job Sample III were administered approximately four
weeks after'rest II. AU were administired in counter-balanced
order to control for order effects. ,
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T1.ree raters rated the Jotlfmples Independent of each
other. A forked distribution of rating'Sswith a iiprmal distribu-
tion was specified. \

Tu'sey's test and tots of simple main effects were used to ".

louk it the effects of te within subjects factor, test time.
Analysis of covariance, with pre-test scores as coilariable,

was used to.analyze the bi-polar attitudinal treasure. The pre-
test of the attitudinal measure was administered on the first
day of class and the post-test of the attitudinal measure was

I administered on the last day of class.

Results --
\ An analysis of variance showed no significant difference

in the gtoups on the between subjects factor (listening train-
ing). Nq significaht differences i,,ere found on the wiAirt4rrib4
jc.ts factdri, interaction of test time and treatrn&t. The within
subjrits factor, test time, wassignificant at the .01 level.
Tt!sey'z, test and tests of simple main effects-were computed
for e ,ch test to l&lc at the significance found. The subjects in
the e.et:i,rieii.al yrOup had 'significantly higher scores on Test
I. T`js rt,,ult %as attributed to the experimental treatment.

Jnh Samples I and U written by the experimental zroup
were rated sicnificantly higher than those written by the con-
trol croup This was not true fon Job Sample III.

T1,e trn ing in listeTnng skills had no significant effect on
the attitudes of either gro.ip toward the business communica-

Conclusions

r limn." in 11.''erirg'skills. 1. (lid not make a significant
dif"rece in the attitudes of students tovard,a college business
cviamuniiation course. 2. did not significantly affect the reten. .
tion of material learned in a college business communication
course. 3.. dad make a temporarily significant, but not lasting,
difference in the ratings received by students on Job Samples.
in a college business communication course. 4. did not make
an overall significant difference in the. test scores of students
in a business communication course, even though significant
differences were found for one of the cognitive measures (Test
I). Order No. 76-30,373 189 pages.
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COMVUNItATION AND IN'TERORGANIZATIONAL RELA-
TIONSFHPS AN1ONG COMPLFX ORCANIATIONS IN SOCIAL
SF-1 10E, SETTINGS

Rolf Theobald, PhD.
tIRY6og in Sd>te in:\ erty; 1976

- A

. .Interolganizational ccarmu nication l el:Alt-3110111)s are ex-
plored in a systemic fashion and ale viewed ip the light of so-
cial service settings: Withinlitat interorganicatio»al *stem
four interorganizatid,nal Cass are identified: com-
ilunicition, the .t.nsiroamenta.1 co4.itions, interdoendence;and
goal attainment. The'first two ia;rianles ate urderstood as ex-
ogenlus to a^d the last tiro isoriables are iewecras endogenous
to the inters gamzational s) stern, respecti ly, These vari-
ables' interdeperdencies aieexpressed in e form of proposi-
t ions.

-Based on this discussion, a prelirsiiTary,papi-analytic model
is tested in a study of the irtrrelat:onships ok sixty-nine social
sei vice agencies in the Lansing, Iiichigan, area. The endog-
enous varisble ;Ina] at:aihrikent is the main dependent 1 amiable.
The resulting analysis readers unsatisfactory results largely
based on the low values for e \plairvl .ariarice. This model
suggests, hc,we(er, eral expitnsiona-toi-sibilities for 'the basic
path model.

e
e
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The expanded model incorporates such vailables as goal at-
tainment, conlmunicVion,*centralization, organlettional posi-
tion, satisfaction, age, education, interdepepdence, coopeative-
competitive environment, need for additional Cervices, source
1.u-iability of al;ency fUnds, budget, and others. Most path co-
efficients are statistieall) significant and the path - analytic
model represents the best possible analysis of the data set.
From this static analysts -since cl3n4rnic characteristics were
not available \ is the data set at hind--a cybernetic model is
deieloprd that exemplified numerous dynamic relationships of
interorganizational systems. This modeliltmonstrate's that it
permits the extraction of ithplications alai are not easily, If
;at all, obtained otherwise:

In conclusion, the results of the study suggest that further
, research should not 1.1ereccfmniended.This stud) pi-rides

policvnakes with information for directed distribution of, so-
cial service funds as.well as for the .restructuring and orga-
nization of communication and coordination among sociaser-
ice ageociet. Consolidation and application of.-current tech-

nology as well as relaxation, not in the service area but iq the
communication harmers diiiding person nom person, group
from groupire sq,coim»encied.
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